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LABOUR AND EMPLOYMENT LAW
ALERT

THE PUBLIC SECTOR AND MPP ACCOUNTABILITY
AND TRANSPARENCY ACT, 2014 BECOMES LAW
On December 9, 2014 the Ontario legislature passed Bill 8, the Public Sector and
MPP Accountability and Transparency Act, 2014. Bill 8 gives the government the
authority to establish new “compensation frameworks” for certain senior public
sector executives and implement new accountability and transparency measures
for the broader public sector (“BPS”). Bill 8 was previously introduced as Bill 179,
but died on the order paper.
Bill 8 contains amendments to several acts,
including the Broader Public Sector Accountability
Act, 2010 (“BPSAA”), and creates a new statute
called the Broader Public Sector Executive
Compensation Act, 2014 (“BPSECA”). The
government has indicated that Bill 8 will act to
expand oversight of government agencies and
the broader public sector.
BPSECA applies to designated broader public
sector employers, including school boards,
hospitals, universities, colleges, Hydro One, the
Independent Electricity System Operator, the
Ontario Power Authority, Ontario Power Generation,
and community care access corporations. In
committee, the government amended BPSECA
to also apply to additional organizations, most
notably Ornge, Metrolinx, and the LCBO. BPSECA
applies to employees and office holders who are
“designated executives,” defined as persons who
make at least $100,000 in compensation per year,
or who could potentially receive $100,000 per
year, and who are:
• the head of an organization;

• vice president or other executive (e.g., chief
operating officer, chief administrative officer,
chief information officer), regardless of title; or
• a director of education or supervisory officer
of a school board.
Designated executives do not include full-time
members of a board of directors, board of
governors or board of trustees, or provosts and
deans of colleges and universities.
BPSECA authorizes the government to make
regulations establishing “compensation
frameworks” that could impose compensation
restraints on all designated executives, a limited
class, or even a specific individual. These
compensation frameworks could create limits on
any aspect of an employer’s compensation plan,
including salary, benefits, bonuses, or perquisites.
These compensation frameworks would replace
the existing freeze on salaries for designated
executives, and may include sector specific
hard caps.
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A designated executive that is subject to a
compensation framework cannot be paid more
than is authorized by the compensation framework.
However, there is an exception for designated
executives holding office immediately prior to the
effective date of the compensation framework.
For three years following the effective date of the
relevant compensation framework, executives
who continue to be employed in the same position
are entitled to continue under their previous
compensation plan, even if the compensation
under the plan exceeds the amount provided for
in the compensation framework. After the third
anniversary of the effective date, all designated
executives will be subject to the maximum
compensation provided for in the relevant
compensation framework.
The government has indicated that it plans
to rollout these compensation frameworks in
phases, beginning approximately six months after
the passing of the legislation. In devising these
frameworks, the government has committed to:
• Consulting and liaising with stakeholders,
including broader public sector
representatives;
• Collecting and analyzing compensation
information;
• Identifying and building in sector-specific
considerations; and
• Using a range of comparators to determine
target median compensation, with a focus on
public sector comparators.
In addition, BPSECA gives the government the
power to issue directives to BPS organizations,
requiring these organizations to provide detailed
compensation information with respect to one or
more designated executives.

ENFORCEMENT OF COMPENSATION
RESTRAINT MEASURES
A series of proposed measures would ensure
that organizations are in compliance with any
applicable compensation framework. These
measures include:
• Providing the government with the ability to
conduct audits;

• Requiring heads of organizations to attest
to compliance with the compensation
frameworks through a reporting period;
• Offence provisions to address wilful false
reports, statements or attestations; and
• Overpayment provisions under which
employers could be required to repay any
amount that exceeds what is authorized
under the Act.
• To ensure that BPS organizations would
comply with their obligations under BPSECA,
the Bill provides for a number of enforcement
mechanisms, including:
• New audit power that allows the government
to appoint a public accountant to confirm an
organization’s compliance with the applicable
compensation frameworks.
• New offences resulting in a fine of up to
$5,000 for:
○○ willfully failing to provide report, statement
or attestation under BPSECA;
○○ wilfully providing a false report, statement
or attestation under BPSECA; or
○○ obstructing an auditor in the performance of
their auditing functions under the Act.
• New liability for “overpayments”:
○○ the executive to whom an overpayment
has been made can be held personally
liable for a corresponding debt to the
organization; and
○○ the organization that made an overpayment
can be held liable for a corresponding debt
to the Crown, which can be deducted from
future financing.
For example, a compensation framework might
institute a hard salary cap for a designated
executive of an organization. Exceeding that salary
cap could have serious consequences for both the
executive and/or the organization. The executive
could be held personally liable for the debt to the
organization and/or the amount could be deducted
from the organization’s future funding in order to
account for its debt to the government.
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ACCOUNTABILITY MEASURES
Bill 8 builds on existing measures under the
BPSAA, and contains several amendments to
the BPSAA, including:
• Government-issued directives requiring
certain BPS organizations, which include
hospitals, school boards, universities and
colleges, to prepare and publish business
plans and/or other business or financial
documents specified in the directive; and
• Government-issued guidelines with respect
to how publicly funded organizations must
prepare and publish business plans and
other financial documents.
In addition, Bill 8 amends the Excellent Care for
All Act, which applies to hospitals, to create the
Patient Ombudsman. The Patient Ombudsman has
the power to receive and investigate complaints
from patients and former patients and make
recommendations to the health sector organization.
Bill 8 also amends the Municipal Freedom of
Information and Protection of Privacy Act to require
institutions to put “reasonable measures” in place
to preserve records within their custody and
control. The Bill also creates a new offence where
a person has altered, concealed or destroyed a
record in order to deny a right of access to the
record or the information contained in it.

Finally, Bill 8 amends the Ombudsman Act,
expanding the Ombudsman’s powers to apply to
matters related to school boards, universities and
certain municipal entities. The Ombudsman would
have the power to investigate complaints about
these entities, make recommendations, and report
on his findings. This new Ombudsman oversight
could result in increased public scrutiny of school
boards’ policies and practices.

CONCERNS
Stakeholders have raised various concerns
with respect to Bill 8 and, in particular, with the
upcoming introduction of the compensation
frameworks. Apprehensions have been
voiced with respect to the apparent blanket
application of the legislation across the various,
unique sectors. There is also concern that the
compensation frameworks may disadvantage
provincial public bodies in their ability to compete
with municipalities and the private sector for
talent. Furthermore, it remains to be seen how
the government will address equity, regional
and inflationary concerns in fashioning the
compensation frameworks.
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